IT'S HERE

"Compared to Sound Broadcasting, Television is Bursting on the Public in a State of Advanced Development."

"Teletcasts to Homes Begin on April 30th. World's Fair will be the stage."

New York Times, March 19, 1939

"Television is All Set for Its Leap out of the Laboratory and into the Home."

Gallier's, March 18, 1939

The TELEVISION SET
you assemble yourself

LICENSED STATIONS
New York City—W2XAK
New York City—W2XCB
Philadelphia—W2XCB
Philadelphia—K2XAP
K2XAP
Philadelphia—W2XCB
Pittsburgh—W2XAP
Hartford—W2XAP
W2XAP
Boston—W2XAP
Chicago—W2XAP
General Electric Co.

Meissner
A FAMOUS NAME FOR TWO DECADERS
MT. CARMEL, ILLINOIS
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